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Our strategic priorities
Our ambition is to strengthen our leadership position in video
entertainment across sub-Saharan Africa, expand our consumer
services platform organically, as well as through strategic partnerships
and targeted investments, scale Irdeto to a leading
cybersecurity business globally, and continue
creating value for our stakeholders
on a sustainable basis.
Content
OTT

Key
strategic
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Growth

Ecosystem

Technology
Efficiency

Lead in content and differentiate in local and sports content
In an evolving video entertainment industry, a differentiated content strategy is key to success. Our strength lies
in our local content expertise and the appeal of our local and international sports offerings.
Our significant and growing investment in local content sets us apart from international competitors, especially
as African viewers love content in their own languages, with local actors and stories that resonate culturally.
This is reflected by higher relative demand for local content than what is currently available on our platforms.
Not only is local content cheaper on average per hour than international content, but it also reduces currency
risk as it is priced in local currency and therefore matched to our revenues. By owning this content, we also have
greater control and flexibility in how we leverage it across our packages, services and platforms.
On the sports front, we remain committed to exciting customers with the best in local and global sport while
carefully managing the cost of acquiring broadcasting rights, by carefully assessing the popularity of certain codes
and leagues across subscription tiers and selectively securing exclusivity, among others. We are also the largest
funder of sport on the African continent. Our local production capability is unmatched and is globally recognised
by peers and sports bodies for its professional expertise and quality. Our production teams have been involved
in producing global sports events, including the 2019 Rugby World Cup in Japan, and we will be the host
broadcaster for the 2023 Netball World Cup.
While we emphasise the two elements of our content strategy above, we also ensure that our subscribers enjoy
a compelling international general entertainment content offering through licensed series, films and channels,
complemented by access to third-party streaming services through our connected devices. The video entertainment
industry has undergone a fundamental shift and created new ways for us to engage with our customers as they
now opt for a portfolio of entertainment options rather than one dedicated provider. An opportunity therefore exists
for an aggregator like us to provide a single, seamless customer interface to an entertainment platform of choice.
How we performed in FY22
• We continued to improve our line-up of dedicated
local language channels following the launch of
additional local channels in Angola, Mozambique
and Tanzania, as well as a local content movies
channel for East Africa
• Produced 6 028 hours of local content, representing
32% growth YoY
• Local content spend accounted for 47% of total
general entertainment content spend (46% in
constant currency)
• Local content library increased by 13% YoY,
reaching approximately 70 000 hours
• We renewed selected sports broadcasting rights
available for renewal this year, including Serie A, the
FA Cup and the European Football Championships,
as well as the new United Rugby Championship,
US golf, and all tennis majors

Looking ahead
• Further ramp up in local content production
to reach the target for local content as a
percentage of total general entertainment
spend of 50% by FY24
• Renew relevant sports and other broadcasting
rights on an ongoing basis, while reducing
the cost of acquisition where possible
• Successfully broadcast the FIFA Soccer
World Cup in December 2022
• Continue to invest in new product and service
launches, e.g. the Streama device scheduled
for release in the first half of FY23
• Leverage the opportunity as exclusive launch
partner for Disney+ and add more third-party
VOD partners to our connected devices
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Our strategic priorities continued

Enhance OTT capabilities and accelerate adoption

Drive growth and support retention

Our track record reflects our ability to pursue innovation and adopt new
technologies with the aim of catering for our customers’ ever-evolving
needs. Although there are some challenges around broadband access
and affordability in our markets, customer behaviour is increasingly moving
online, and it is therefore important that our content is available through
any connected device at any time.

Growing and maintaining a vibrant subscriber base remains key to our
success as a group. Our South African subscriber base has different
characteristics across our packaged tiers, and we need to cater for our
subscribers’ specific requirements and circumstances. Scaling our base is
also an essential element of our turnaround strategy for the Rest of Africa
segment since our video entertainment operating costs are largely fixed
with subscriber growth imperative for improving margins. Our ‘installed’
customer base also provides the foundation on which we are building
our consumer services platform, as it provides opportunities for new
ways to add value to our customers’ lives.

We are looking to accelerate the uptake of our OTT products by
differentiating and strengthening our content line-up (particularly local
content and sport), improving the UI and UX of our OTT products and
platforms, supporting adoption with our connected devices, driving
strategic partnerships on distribution, and continuing to find innovative
ways to leverage our content assets and serve changing consumer habits.
How we performed in FY22
• 28% YoY growth in OTT active user base
• 52% YoY increase in play events
• 68% YoY growth in paying Showmax
subscribers
• By our estimates, we gained 3% in
market share in our markets in calendar
year 2021
• We delivered 10 Showmax Originals,
up from six in FY21, including our first
dedicated Showmax Original for Ghana
• Made a number of improvements to
our UI and UX, including search and
personalisation enhancements, improved
download speeds and differentiated
online versus offline functionality, faster
logins and shifting our services and
databases to Amazon Web Services
for improved scalability and dynamic
performance loads

Looking ahead
• Further investment
in Showmax
Originals
• Ongoing UI and
UX product
enhancements,
with a particular
focus on
personalisation,
content curation and
recommendations
• Continue to grow
our paying
Showmax
subscriber base

We believe that sub-Saharan Africa offers a large addressable market
for our products and services and is poised for ongoing growth as the
disposable income levels of African consumers improve on the back of
a growing working age population, urbanisation, and improving access
to services such as electricity, mobile connectivity and financial services.
Our aim is to capture this opportunity through strategic innovation,
partnerships and investments to sustain growth and support customer
activity levels, retention and loyalty.
How we performed in FY22
• Increased 90-day active
subscriber base by 0.9m YoY
(+5%) to 21.8m
• YoY growth was lower than the
prior year due to the challenging
macro-economic and consumer
environment, which remain under
pressure due to the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic and
associated lockdowns, increased
unemployment and indebtedness,
and rising inflation rates

Looking ahead
• Continue to deliver net
growth in our subscriber
base despite a challenging
consumer environment
• Enhance our overall
consumer value proposition
through customer value
management, and a focus
on entertainment and
consumer services that
compliment and support
our core offering
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Our strategic priorities continued

Pursue global digital platform
security leadership
Our Technology business, Irdeto, is one of the leading companies globally
in providing digital platform security, content protection applications and
cybersecurity solutions for the media and entertainment industry. Our aim
is to drive growth, scale and increased market share through new
customer wins and enhanced product offerings.
The world of connected industries presents endless possibilities for
manufacturers, consumers and those with innovative new business ideas.
While our initial focus is on providing security solutions in the connected
transport sector, we see opportunities to create, incubate and grow new
businesses in other segments such as connected healthcare.
How we performed in FY22
• Secured four tier-one customer
wins in Media Security
• Hyundai group shipped
223 000 vehicles with Irdeto’s
Keystone technology during
the year, despite the negative
impact of the global chipset
shortage

Looking ahead
• Ongoing market share gains
in Media Security, including
development of more nascent
market segments such as
OTT and gaming
• Exploring further opportunities
in target connected industry
verticals such as transport,
health and infrastructure

Maintain operational excellence
and sustain cost reduction

Enhance our ecosystem of scalable,
tech-based consumer services

Our aim is to deliver positive operating leverage – keeping the organic
growth in our cost base below the organic growth in revenue, thereby
driving margin expansion for the group. We continuously strive for
operational excellence and optimising cost efficiencies across our business
units and segments. From time to time, this may require some upfront
investment as we redesign certain critical systems to support our future
business requirements and customer needs. Another key element of
this strategy is our ongoing initiatives to embed analytics and AI in the
organisation, focusing on improving customer experience, driving revenue,
enhancing content discovery and reducing costs.

While our core video entertainment business continues to grow and deliver
healthy cash flows, we are looking to develop future revenue streams
by investing in African opportunities that are consumer-focused, which
leverage our scale, and are underpinned by technology. We are well
positioned to develop compelling consumer services platforms in
sub-Saharan Africa given our scale and distribution capabilities, proven
track record across the continent, investment in relationships with
customers and suppliers, established payment collection capabilities
and ability to manage in-country nuances.

We also remain focused on returning our Rest of Africa business to
profitability by driving subscriber growth and retention and by managing
costs effectively.
How we performed in FY22
• Achieved ZAR1.2bn cost savings
for the year
• Despite strong cost savings,
we had slightly negative operating
leverage in FY22 due to the
additional content costs that were
deferred from FY21 into FY22,
as well as ZAR0.2bn in normalised
sales and marketing costs
• Reduced losses in the Rest of
Africa by ZAR195m (ZAR339m
organic)
• In FY21, we entered into a
hardware refresh cycle for our
IT systems, while progressing
with our multiyear Tech
Modernisation Programme

Looking ahead
• Further cost-saving targets
in place (ZAR0.8bn target
for FY23)
• Deliver on key milestones
for our Tech Modernisation
Programme
• Deliver on our hardware
system refresh programme

We have already concluded a number of value-enhancing partnerships
(e.g. in internet service provision) and have made investments in selected
areas with high growth potential (e.g. KingMakers in sports betting and
AURA in on-demand security and medical services). Our strategy is to
continue looking for more opportunities that fit our investment/capital
allocation criteria to further expand our ecosystem, add value to our
customers’ lives and create shareholder value.
How we performed in FY22
• Increased our investment in KingMakers
from 20.0% to 49.23%
• Successfully launched SuperPicks in
Nigeria, our first collaboration with
KingMakers, with strong engagement
seeing us reach 0.5m users having only
launched in August 2021 – as a result,
we extended the platform to South Africa
near year-end
• We launched our DStv Internet fixed
wireless broadband offering as a
wholesale service through MTN’s network
aimed at our mid-market in areas without
fixed broadband connections
• We bought a 12.5% stake in AURA, and
will collaborate more closely with them
in due course
• We launched three additional insurance
products for the South African market
and rolled out a partnership with Udemy
to provide access to Udemy’s online
courses to our customer base

Looking ahead
• Develop new
business lines
and/or pursue
additional
partnerships where
those create a
better customer
experience or do
not overlap with
or leverage our
core competencies
• Execute on
targeted
acquisitions
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